
Another fucking Dear Masato, all at once 
(get a life, the only thing that cuts across 

the species is death)

SETTING
Black Vinyl dot, 5 performers, Black IKEA 
Beckväm stool,2 x DXP 10-WATT HAND-HELD 
MEGAPHONE, 1 throw pillow, 1 taekwondo belt, 
Vesper Vibrator Rose Gold, 1 Avocado, Rhubarb, 
Flowers, Masato Takasaka Untitled (pegboards)
Household gloss enamel on display shelf MDF 
pegboard (1979/1999) with blue circle self-
adhesive vinyl stickers, Archival solander box 
made by Irwin & McLaren containing Fence Mesh 
Airtex Printed Pantone 3005, Vesper Vibrator 
Gold, 1 Megaphones, flowers,  1 Takewondo belt, 1 
Lapiz Blue Uniqlo long rain coat with hood, Non-
slip matting, 92 found images printed as props 
occupying 3163.845 centimetres, a set of used 
cue cards, 1 throw cushion, a usb of archival 
material relating to the works exhibited in Dear 
Masato, all at once (2014), a catalogue for Dear 
Masato, all at once (2014), a selection of 6 x 4  
photographs taken by Assistant Director Teresa 
Noble from Dear Masato, all at once (get a life, 
the only thing that cuts across the species is 
death) (2016), suggestions for making a play and 
one script typeset by Rowan McNaught printed by 
Grant McDonald at Print City and co-authored by 
friends and members of Northern Theatre Company, 
Casula Powerhouse Youth Committee, George Grey 
Centre and Maffra High School including: Kelly-
Ann Standley, Rekha Dhanaram, An Le, Ariadna 
Kiehn, Gregory Gaydon, SopeaArian Bozorg, George 
Grey Centre Gippsland, Georgie Glanville, 
Evelyn Morris, Rosemary Overall, Kylie White, 
Rebecca Harris, Tom Polo, David Capra, Annaliese 
Constable, Eva Abbinga, Geoffrey Watson, Rebecca 
Harris,Teresa Noble, Ange Arabatzis, Kelly 
Neilsen, Suzanne Brimley, Rebecca Grinblat, 
Genevieve Neve, Nicola De Rosbo-Davies, Sam 
Browne, Sally Guildford, Shrut Parmar (Nash), 
Bikramjeet Singh, Will Sutherland, Westpace, 
Melbourne.

PERFORMERS 
Cara Best, Sophie Perillo, Sam George, Makiko 
Yamamoto and Kalinda Vary. 

WRITERS
Cara Best, Sophie Perillo, Lisa Radford. 

Previously...

Through Those That Are Out of Place.
Dear Masato, all at once (get a life, the only 
thing that cuts across the species is death), 
West Space, Dec. 2016.

About three years ago, I noticed a women pacing 
the length of Sydney road. Her walk was really 
more like a striding. She looked to be in her 
late fifties and I would regularly see her at 
various times of the day, and on different 
sections of the street. Her walking of this 
strip—and I think the reason for her walking— 
was really wearing her down. Between whispering 
to herself, she would smoke cigarettes in a 
hastened manner which mirrored her brisk pace. 
Her dress looked like clothes for wearing around 
the house during a spring clean and she seemed 
perpetually under stress. There was a time when 
I would see her often. I do not see her anymore. 
The memory of her striding past sometimes comes 
to me and I wonder: What has happened to her? 
Why do I not see her anymore? Had a trauma 
triggered this seemingly obsessive walking?  
Of course I know nothing about her. Maybe I 
should have approached her whilst she was in 
her zone, tried to make eye contact and said 
hello? Dear Masato, all at once (get a life, 
the only thing that cuts across the species is 
death) at West Space called to the instant of 
passing someone sleeping rough on the street—or 
someone struggling on the margins of society—and 
maintained this moment as a disruption to the 
rational ordering of experience. 

When I arrived at the opening I was greeted 
with the buzz of a large crowd enjoying the 
opportunity to socialise. I was keen to catch 
up with the friend I had arrived with, when I 
was suddenly interrupted by someone demanding 
that I help save her TAFE. This ‘someone’ was 
dressed casually, as if prepared for physical 
activity—a dress slightly out of line with the 
usual exhibition opening attire. The idea that 
there might be a usual look for an exhibition 
opening is a bit of a dilemma for art, that 
there could be a certain look that announces 
confidence and comfort at a West Space opening. A 
couple of years ago I remember hearing a round 
table discussion questioning whether art had a 
general bias toward left-leaning politics. The 
discussion was broadcast on Radio National and 
hosted by Andrew Frost.  Frost was trying to 
provoke the idea that despite art identifying 
itself with radical and alternative agendas, 
there is a danger of the art world becoming 
to insular by jointly agreeing on what is 
expected or what is acceptable. The danger of 
art internalising experience through already 
accepted expectations gets interrupted by Dear 
Masato, All At Once... and this interruption 
comes from a nonsensical, slightly off kilter 
and sometimes maddening voice of the person 
struggling on the margins—or the person sleeping 
rough—well outside middle class acceptability. 
Perhaps art is guilty of turning its back on 

such voices.

After the demand that I help save a struggling 
TAFE system, I noticed another person who was 
not socialising or engaging with an artwork. 
Rather they were talking to themselves and 
rocking back and forward in the corner of the 
room. Then, what seemed most alarming to me 
at the time, I noticed one young man— gazing 
straight into the mid-distance—sitting on a 
low ledge and about to light a cigarette. I 
felt compelled to inform him that he should not 
smoke inside, but then I thought: “It is not 
my problem, a gallery staff member will soon 
notice.” It was this point in the evening that I 
really began to feel confused.

In being asked to save a TAFE and being 
concerned about the display of anti-social 
behaviour and smoking within a large inner city 
building, I realised that a major part of Dear 
Masato, All At Once... was a live performance. 
With this knowledge I made my way through the 
rest of the gallery’s rooms, where individual 
performers mingled amongst the crowd approaching 
individuals and saying things like: “Where are 
you going? Your paying.” “Is this your nation?” 
“At least my parents loved me.” “Do you have 
any whiskey or tea?”  Or announcing over a 
megaphone: “The sound of the broom sweeping 
colours in the corner.” Performers would also 
announce detailed lists of what members of the 
audience were wearing. There was a sense in this 
exhibition of finding oneself under accusation. 
Perhaps I should do more to voice my disgust 
at the failed attempt to privatise our TAFE 
system, or that I really should approach someone 
standing on their own, rocking back and forward, 
and ask if they are okay. As well as speaking 
directly to audience members, the performers 
would also interact with each other making 
confrontational demands such as: “Read my right 
hand!” Or pointing to one of the artworks on the 
floor and saying: “What the fuck is that?”  The 
performers would also join together and shout in 
one voice seemingly unrelated declarations like 
“Power to the Pussy!” 

Generating a sense of being unsure was this 
exhibitions own act of critique. The unsettling 
nature of Dear Masato, All At Once... lies 
in the attempt to try and locate who are the 
performers performing and who are in the role 
of audience watching. A lot of the time I was 
not sure what the hell was going on. I was not 
sure of my role. Was I part of the performance 
just by being spoken to by one of the actors? 
Or did I need to join in with their group chant, 
follow their lead and become an active member of 
their madness? At the end of the performance the 
actors—who were a diverse group of people from 
different age groups and ethnic backgrounds—
appeared to relax, mingling with the crowd and I 
thought: “Has the performance completely ended? 
Or is this performance ongoing?” “Should I take 
up where the performers left off? Is it now that 
I am part of the performance?” 

I do not think that I have felt so disjointed 
and displaced in a gallery since I experienced 
a Mike Nelson work in the 2002 Sydney Biennale, 
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in which Nelson gained access to an unused shop 
in the back streets of Kings Cross and turned 
it into a sort of archaeological display of 
artefacts and local sandstone. Or when in 2005, 
Martin Creed turned the lights off at ACCA and 
left them off. I cite these two artworks because 
of the way they do not allow the viewer the 
comfort of decoding signs, nor the comfort of 
maintaining a distance between experience and 
the thingness of representation—whilst at the 
same time they both acknowledge arts frame. Like 
Nelson and Creed’s works, there is a fantastic 
confusion about Dear Masato, All At Once... The 
confusion is not so much about where the art is, 
where it starts or ends. Rather there is a being 
unsure from the moment of entering West Space 
and finding myself right in the middle of an 
artwork that has me in question. 

What I mean by this being ‘in the middle’ is 
that Dear Masato acknowledges arts frame. During 
the performance of Dear Masato, All At Once...
the gap between experience and representation 
is shortened, the line where art starts and art 
ends is blurred, but there is not the attempt to 
side step around art as a stage or as a framing. 
Art requires this frame in order to do critique. 
The lesson from John Cage is not that arbitrary 
noise can be art. Rather a moment of art needs 
a specific frame. Through her collaboration with 
actors, directors and writers in the production 
of the work, Dear Masato’s approach sets a stage 
that then allows for whatever mess to circulate 
and interrupt.

Along with the performance, the exhibition 
consisted of an arrangement of objects and 
images. In the entrance room at West Space, a 
number of plinths presented items such as a blue 
pillow, a blue rain coat, some toy megaphones 
(also blue), and excerpts from the script 
of the performances. Most of the objects for 
this exhibition were presented on the floor of 
gallery. For example, in the next room there 
were a number of white mats adhered to the floor, 
patterned like the pegboards used to hang tools 
in a work shed. These mats were about the size 
of a single mattress and one of their roles was 
to stage a collection of different stencilled 
images. The images varied significantly. 
For example one image was a chart used to 
identify ships, another image was a chart for 
‘International Maritime Signal Flags’, alongside 
images of head phones, antlers, catholic 
iconography, famous pop stars, the Euro Dollar 
and an image of a human skull. These black 
stencil images were all printed onto small, 
white, square shaped sleeves of shiny silk-like 
material. 

Alongside these scattered, seemingly unconnected 
images, each piece of floor matting had its own 
posey of dead flowers. Also in this room there 
was an industrial-sized roll of blue synthetic 
fabric punctuated with holes and familiar as 
material used for the making of soccer apparel. 
This fabric was thrown out across the floor as 
though it were ready to be measured and cut. 
However in this exhibition the decoding of 
direct symbolism is put on hold. For example it 
is not directly clear how this material relates 

to a blue karate belt, or the stencil images of 
figures like Beyonce or Kanye West.

The final room of the gallery had a large, 
circular hole cut through the wall, which 
allows visitors the opportunity to peer into 
the workings of the galleries office. Next to 
this, a black circle of the same dimensions was 
painted onto the wall. Whilst the workings of 
the gallery has been exposed by artists before 
(I am thinking here of Martin Creed), Radford 
equips us with a step ladder, inviting the 
audience to not only observe gallery staff doing 
whatever gallery staff do, but to also step 
through the wall— take a short cut—and exit the 
exhibition through the office space. In this way 
the exhibition is looped, rather than coming to 
any specific ending. Stepping out of the public 
gallery and into the private office embodies the 
sense of uncertainty  felt in the opening nights 
performance, as one finds oneself physically 
closing down the gap between observing from a 
safe distance and actually occupying a space 
usually reserved for gallery staff. As I 
carefully stepped through the wall and into the 
gallery office, I was not sure if I should say 
hello like Bob Hope ‘playing through’ a scene in 
Spies Like Us.

Throughout the duration of the exhibition, live 
performances were scheduled. A problem here 
can be that when there was not a performance 
taking place, the objects presented appear 
as only remnants of the main act, or debris 
in the aftermath of a relational aesthetic 
work. However in Dear Masato, All At Once... 
this was not the case. Rather the objects and 
images acted as ‘prompts’ for each performer, 
functioning as more than merely signs to be 
read. As prompts the objects and images retained 
the ‘trace’ of a past performance and equally 
the suggestion of what might still inform the 
next performance.

In revisiting West Space to experience one of 
the performance without the busy activity of the 
opening night, I noticed how each performance 
had subtle differences. For example in one 
performance the role of the loner, locked 
in their own world and preparing to smoke a 
cigarette, was played by a young women rather 
than a young man. In another performance this 
role did not exist at all. I took particular 
note of this loner, out on the fringes of the 
performance and threating to break the taboo of 
smoking inside. Another ‘role’ that I enjoyed, 
one which I did not even notice during the 
hustle and bustle of opening night, was that of 
a young women dressed in black and presenting as 
a cross between the serious, austere and all-
knowing art critic one might have found on TV 
during the 70s or 80s,  with Sister Wendy.  Like 
the lone smoker, this figure seemed to exist 
right on the periphery of the main performance. 
Unlike the lone smoker, the dressed in black 
critic was given the importance of her very own 
camera crew, which diligently recorded her every 
move. The presence of a camera man and sound 
recorder gave the sense that we were privy to 
a behind the scenes recording of an exhibition 
review. However the importance given to the 

critic was jarring because of the way she spoke 
in complete gibberish. The incomprehensible 
sounds that came from her mouth sounded like 
a nonsense mix of German with Swedish. This 
gibberish came to a high point—or perhaps it 
completely collapsed—when she reached up to 
an open window and attempted to commune with 
Melbourne’s birds, cooing like a city pigeon 
with her camera crew straining to capturing 
every detail. 

Each of the performances in Dear Masato, All At 
Once... began with a set piece of dialogue.

A section of this opening dialogue went as 
follows:

Performer 1: A something . .  . a something 
that exists between things but is not really 
a thing, that is incalculable. You know that 
thing? That thing that you cannot put your 
finger on? 

Performer 2: Yeah I do know that kind of 
thing. 

Performer 1: Something that makes no sense 
and completely makes sense at the same time. 
Like passing someone and meeting their eye, 
just passing, but I might really know them. 
We might know each other more than anyone 
else does. We might know each other more than 
anyone else knows each other.

This ‘something’ that is ‘incalculable’, that is 
there when I pass by someone, that is ‘between 
things but is not really a thing’, is how 
Levinas defines the trace. For Levinas, the trace 
always remains as a past that was never fully 
present. The face of the other person cannot 
be contained and assembled for the clarity of 
a full knowing. The specificity of the trace 
‘makes no sense’, it resists and disrupts the 
assembling force of assembled meaning, and 
therefor makes complete sense. The critique of 
Dear Masato, All At Once... is to allow that 
which ‘makes no sense’ to remain unassembled 
within the exhibitions own specific calling. 

In this exhibition, the irrational, the 
nonsensical, the strange never settles as a 
meaning to be decoded, nor are they produced 
through the generality of abstraction. Dear 
Masato, All At Once... does not place all its 
focus on the material of a thing, or believe 
that a medium itself can act as critique, nor 
is it an artwork that prioritises performance 
as choreographed form. Through the irrational, 
through the misplaced, through those that are 
out of place, through those that are unwanted, 
through those pushed out onto the limits of 
middle class acceptability, Dear Masato, All At 
Once... called for a response and this calling 
won’t stop bugging me.  

Steve Sinn, April 2017
 


